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sweet relief
When your skin is red or itchy, spraying on a calming-scented salve can feel like soothing relief. CV Skinlite Rescue + Relief Spray ($16, sephora.com), which contains calming chamomile and arnica, can be used all over to soothe skin and prevent future redness.

backup system
Love the look of gloss but not the fact that once it wears off you're back to square one? Mageline New York SuperGloss Top Coat Gloss ($18 at drugstores) offers a high shine and very rich pigments, so when the gloss wears down, a matte-stained finish is left behind. In 10 shades.

shed your baggage
Anastasia's brow game has taken its customer to the limits of perfection, but a gentle massage stroke that when used under the eyes, can help define bags. CoverGirl & Olay You Won't Believe Your Eyes Serum ($16, spots.com) the high-tech version in a tube. It has a mini roller applicator that cools skin and a gentle formula that helps de-puff bags, all while being the best.

presto change-o
Turn any powder shadow into a liner in the blink of an eye with Aveda Color Options Eye Shadow Transformer ($13, sephora.com) simply drawn on the cut shadow line, just smears a thin layer of this off and ground-free liquid onto the shadow, then use a firm-tipped brush to dot the new-creamy color along your lash lines.

premium blend
If a puffy eye ever caused you to rely on a concealer, you might have learned just how much time the spent blending—under eye and cheek pads have subjected to a minimus, so skin has come up with a concealer that gives you more than just a smudge and a barely there effect cocktail and a Complexion Perfecting Dual Ended Foundation Brush ($19, target.com). Use the brush to scatter liquid foundation into every last nook and the sponge to pat powder on top. Hello, flawless.